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The disease-associated prion protein (PrP) forms aggregates which vary in structural conformation yet share an
identical primary sequence. These variations in PrP conformation are believed to manifest in prion strains exhibiting
distinctly different periods of disease incubation as well as regionally specific aggregate deposition within the brain.
The anionic luminescent conjugated polythiophene (LCP), polythiophene acetic acid (PTAA) has previously been used
to distinguish PrP deposits associated with distinct mouse adapted strains via distinct fluorescence emission profiles
from the dye. Here, we employed PTAA and 3 structurally related chemically defined luminescent conjugated
oligothiophenes (LCOs) to stain brain tissue sections from mice inoculated with 2 distinct prion strains. Our results
showed that in addition to emission spectra, excitation, and fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) can
fruitfully be assessed for optical distinction of PrP deposits associated with distinct prion strains. Our findings support
the theory that alterations in LCP/LCO fluorescence are due to distinct conformational restriction of the thiophene
backbone upon interaction with PrP aggregates associated with distinct prion strains. We foresee that LCP and LCO
staining in combination with multimodal fluorescence microscopy might aid in detecting structural differences among
discrete protein aggregates and in linking protein conformational features with disease phenotypes for a variety of
neurodegenerative proteinopathies.

Introduction

Prion diseases are infectious and fatal neurodegenerative
disorders. A common pathological hallmark for these diseases
is accumulation of insoluble protein aggregates composed of
PrP within the brains of both humans and animals.1-3 Con-
genic animals infected by prions from different disease origin
results in various clinical phenotypes. Conspicuously, confor-
mational variations in the tertiary and/or quaternary structure
of PrP aggregates are assumed to give rise to distinct prion
strains with different periods of disease incubation, lesion pro-
files, as well as a regionally specific protein aggregate deposi-
tion within the brain.4-7 Recently, it has also been shown that
protein aggregates associated with a variety of neurodegenera-
tive diseases, such as a Alzheimer disease (AD) as well as synu-
cleinopathies and tauopathies, exist in multiple aggregated

conformations.8-12 Hence, a phenomenon similar to prion
strains is emerging in many if not all neurodegenerative pro-
teinopathies, and techniques for distinguishing different aggre-
gate conformations are thus of great importance.

Prions strains were originally distinguished by characteristic
incubation periods in differentially susceptible inbred mice,4

but a variety of biochemical techniques can also be used to
assess different strains since PrPSc from distinct prion strains
can differ in electrophoretic mobility,13 immunological reactiv-
ity to antibodies upon proteinase K digestion,14 and relative gly-
coform ratio,15 as well as in stability to chaotropes.16 However,
techniques for directly linking protein conformational features
with disease phenotypes are lacking, and conventional immuno-
histological staining of prion aggregates in brain tissue sections
cannot be utilized to distinguish PrP deposits associated with
distinct prion strains.
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Luminescent conjugated poly- and oligothiophenes (LCPs
and LCOs) have been used as conformation-induced fluorescence
emission reporters to distinguish between specific protein aggre-
gates.17-25 The anionic LCP, polythiophene acetic acid (PTAA,

Fig. 1A), also allowed for fluorescent spectral discrimination of
immunohistochemically indistinguishable PrP aggregates in
brain tissue sections from mice infected with different prion
strains, as the emission profile from PTAA bound to PrP

Figure 1. Chemical structures of thiophene based amyloid ligands and fluorescence images of stained PrP deposits in brain tissue sections from mice
infected with mSS or mCWD. (A) PTAA, a polydisperse polythiophene. (B) p-FTAA, a chemically defined pentameric oligothiophene. (C) p-KTAA, a chemi-
cally defined pentameric oligothiophene. (D) h-FTAA, a chemically defined heptameric oligothiophene. Scale bar represents 50 mm.
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aggregates was shown to be strain dependent.18,26,27 The aggre-
gate-specific emission is achieved due to conformational restric-
tion of the thiophene backbone upon interaction with specific
protein aggregates. This restriction induces either a distinct twist
or planarization of the backbone as well as potential stacking
between adjacent polythiophene chains that can be observed as a
unique strain-dependent emission profile from the dye.18,26,27

In addition to the unique emission profiles, the altered con-
formation dependent optical transitions can also be observed
from the excitation profiles or the fluorescence decay from the
LCPs and LCOs. For the latter, fluorescence lifetime imaging
(FLIM) proves to be an exceedingly sensitive method, as it is
able to monitor distinct rates of fluorescence decay after excita-
tion.28,29 The decay rates do not depend on the concentration
of the chromophore and FLIM is a direct approach for evaluat-
ing energy transfer between an excited molecule and its environ-
ment. In addition, LCOs bound to amyloid deposits exhibit
unique excitation spectra that reflect the conformational con-
straints of the dyes upon interaction with the deposits and exci-
tation profiles can be utilized to assess conformational
alterations of the dyes.20,22,30 Herein, we utilized the more sen-
sitive methods of lifetime measurements and excitation spectros-
copy, as well as emission spectroscopy from LCPs and LCOs
bound to PrP deposits in brain tissue sections from mice inocu-
lated with 2 distinct prion strains. The obtained results clearly
demonstrate how multimodal fluorescence microscopy can be
utilized for enhanced optical separation of PrP deposits associ-
ated with distinct prion strains. Furthermore, our data support
the theory that changes in fluorescence are due to distinct con-
formational restriction of the thiophene backbone upon interac-
tion with distinct supramolecular PrP structures.

Results

Emission profiles from LCP and LCO stained PrP deposits
PTAA, a polydisperse anionic LCP, (Fig. 1A) has been

reported to provide distinct emission spectra for prion aggregates
associated with 2 mouse adapted prion strains denoted murine
chronic wasting diseases (mCWD) and murine sheep scrapie
(mSS).18 Frozen brain sections from mice infected with these
2 strains were utilized for optical evaluation of PTAA and 3
chemically defined LCOs. The structurally related LCOs, p-
FTAA (Fig. 1B), p-KTAA (Fig. 1C), and h-FTAA (Fig. 1D)
were included in the study, since the length of the thiophene
backbone as well as the position of the anionic groups along the
backbone, have been identified as important structural determi-
nants for thiophene-based ligands efficient for spectral separation
of protein aggregates.20,22,30 All 4 dyes successfully stained PrP
aggregates associated with each of the distinct strains and the
deposits were easily identifiable due to the bright fluorescence
from the thiophene-based ligands (Fig. 1). For PTAA, some
background staining was observed, whereas all of the chemically
defined LCOs showed superior specific staining of the protein
aggregates with low background from surrounding tissue.

Evaluation of the LCP and LCO emission spectra showed that
to differing degrees, each of the ligands were able to spectrally

distinguish between mSS and mCWD plaques with PTAA provid-
ing the largest spectral differentiation (Fig. 2). In agreement with
previous studies,18,27 PTAA bound to mCWD deposits emitted
light with an emission maximum around 550 nm, whereas PTAA
stained mSS deposits displayed red-shifted emission spectra with a
maximum intensity around 590 nm (Fig. 2A). p-FTAA and h-
FTAA displayed double-peaks in the emission spectra when bound
to the PrP deposits, and mSS deposits displayed spectra with an
increased intensity of the most red-shifted emission peak as well as a
shoulder at longer wavelengths compared with the spectra from
mCWD deposits stained by the corresponding LCO (Fig. 2B and
D). Similar to PTAA, a red-shift of the emission maxima toward
longer wavelengths was observed from p-KTAA-stained mSS depos-
its compared with mCWD deposits stained by p-KTAA (Fig. 2C).
In contrast to p-FTAA and h-FTAA, the emission spectra from p-
KTAA bound to PrP deposits lacked the characteristic double-peaks
previously observed from a variety of LCOs bound to protein depos-
its.20,22,30 Overall, all the dyes exhibited altered emission properties
associated with pronounced planarization of the backbone and/or
stacking between adjacent thiophene chains when bound to mSS
deposits.

Excitation profiles from LCP and LCO stained PrP deposits
In order to investigate the conformation-dependent interac-

tions for each respective strain with an additional fluorescent
mode, excitation spectra for each of the dyes bound to mCWD
or mSS deposits samples were acquired. Using a tunable laser, we
were able to acquire excitation spectra of each of the samples
between 488 nm and 600 nm. Assessment of the excitation spec-
tra showed that some dyes displayed strain-specific alteration of
the excitation spectra (Fig. 2E–H). For the polydisperse PTAA,
an evident difference between the excitation spectra for the dye
bound to mCWD vs. mSS deposits was observed (Fig. 2E).
PTAA bound to mSS deposits exhibited an excitation spectrum
having a maximum around 535 nm and a shoulder around
560 nm, whereas a blue-shifted excitation spectrum was observed
for PTAA bound to mCWD deposits. The strain-dependent
shifts displayed in both the excitation- and emission spectra for
PTAA, indicates that PTAA is more planar in the ground state as
well as in the excited state when bound to mSS deposits.

In a similar fashion as PTAA, all the chemically defined LCOs
bound to mSS deposits also displayed a red-shifted excitation
spectrum with an evident shoulder at longer wavelengths com-
pared with mCWD deposits stained by the corresponding ligand
(Fig. 2F–H). The shift was not as prominent as that observed for
PTAA, suggesting that, in contrast to PTAA, the chemically
defined LCOs may adopt rather similar conformations when
bound to mCWD or mSS deposits. However, previous stud-
ies20,22,30 have shown that LCOs bound to recombinant Ab 1–
42 fibrils display excitation maxima in a more blue-shifted
region, 450 nm to 500 nm, and due to limitation of the tunable
laser, this region cannot be recorded. Thus, the LCOs bound to
mCWD or mSS deposits might display more pronounced differ-
ences in the excitation spectra at shorter wavelengths than
490 nm. The shoulder at longer wavelengths observed for LCOs
bound to mSS deposits might be associated with increased
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p-stacking between adjacent thio-
phene backbones.31-33 In general,
the results from the excitation mea-
surement confirmed that thio-
phene-based ligands adopt
alternative conformations when
bound to mSS or mCWD deposits
and analogous to the emission
measurements, PTAA was the
most efficient ligand differentiating
the deposits using excitation spec-
tra in the accessible spectral range.

Cluster analysis of emission
and excitation profiles

The strain-dependent spectral
variations have previously been
assessed by plotting the ratio of
the emission intensity at distinct
wavelengths.18 However, a com-
plete analysis of the entire spectral
profile instead of the emission
intensity at distinct wavelengths
would provide more comprehen-
sive information regarding the
spectral variation from deposits
within one strain, as well as spec-
tral variations between deposits
from different strains. Therefore,
the emission- and excitation pro-
files were analyzed by hierarchical
clustering based on Euclidean
distance.34 Spectra were collected
from 50 different regions from
protein deposits associated with
the respective prion strain
(Fig. S1). Thus, a total of 100
spectra for each probe were used.
Each spectrum was rendered as a
vector and the Euclidean distance
was calculated as the square dis-
tance between 2 vectors. The dis-
tance was calculated between
vectors within mSS and mCWD
as well as between the 2 strains
(Table 1). The Euclidean distan-
ces were also used to build a hier-
archy of clusters, showing the
relationship between the individ-
ual vectors and merging vector
clusters based on similarity.

As shown in Figures 3 and 4,
a comparison of the Euclidean
distances can be presented as heat
maps and dendrograms where
spectra coming from the same

Figure 2. Emission and excitation spectra of thiophene based amyloid ligands bound to mSS (dotted line) or
mCWD (black line) deposits. Emission spectra for (A) PTAA, (B) p-FTAA, (C) p-KTAA, and (D) h-FTAA. The emis-
sion spectra were recorded using excitation at 488 nm. Excitation spectra for (E) PTAA, (F) p-FTAA, (G) p-
KTAA, and (H) h-FTAA. The excitation spectra were recorded having the emission locked for each probe and
prion strain within the respective emission window.
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distribution, mSS or mCWD deposits, should end up in the
same cluster if the intra-strain variability is low and inter-strain
variability is high. Each box in the heat map corresponds to the
Euclidean distance between 2 spectra and the red-to-blue scale
assigns the compared spectra with a color indicating vector simi-
larity and clustering. Dark blue indicates a Euclidean distance of
0 (identical spectra) and dark red indicates a large distance (rela-
tive to the data set). The results of the hierarchial clustering of
spectra based on Euclidean distance, visualized as heat maps and
dendograms (Figs. 3
and 4), clearly showed
that mCWD and mSS
deposits can be
separated based on
their spectra. For
PTAA, both the emis-
sion- and excitation
profiles were separated
in 2 distinct clusters
corresponding to
mCWD or mSS depos-
its (Figs. 3A and 4A).
Comparison of Euclid-
ean distances for emis-
sion- and excitation
profiles from PTAA-
stained deposits from
an individual strain
resulted in a blue color,
whereas a red color was
obtained when com-
paring emission- and
excitation profiles from
deposits from opposite
strains. Thus, the larg-
est Euclidean distances
were obtained between
strains, verifying that
the PTAA spectral pro-
files were homogeneous
for individual strains,
but considerably dis-
similar for different
strains (Fig. 3A and
Table 1).

Analogous to
PTAA, when analyzing

the emission profiles for all the chemically defined LCOs, the
emission data were separated into 2 clusters correlating to mSS
and mCWD deposits (Fig. 3B–D). As expected, the difference in
the mean Euclidean distances between the prion strains was not
as striking as for PTAA (Table 1). Nonetheless, for p-FTAA and
p-KTAA, Euclidean distances for the excitation spectra also dis-
played a strain-specific difference (Fig. 4B and C). In contrast,
the excitation profiles from h-FTAA bound to mSS or mCWD
displayed partial overlap (Fig. 4D). Overall, the cluster analysis

Table 1.Mean Euclidean distances for the emission and excitation profiles within and between the prion strains

mSS-mSSa mCWD-mCWDa mSS-mCWDa mSS-mSSb mCWD-mCWDb mSS-mCWDb

PTAA 0.14 0.20 1.75 0.48 0.73 2.80
p-FTAA 0.10 0.08 0.40 0.11 0.17 0.49
h-FTAA 0.22 0.07 0.48 0.30 0.19 0.46
p-KTAA 0.21 0.07 0.53 0.23 0.21 0.57

aCalculated from emission profiles. bCalculated from excitation profiles.

Figure 3. Heat maps and dendrograms for Euclidean distances between pairs of emission spectra from 50 different
regions from PrP deposits associated with the respective prion strain. Rows and columns in the heat maps are ordered
according to hierarchical clustering of the spectra for (A) PTAA, (B) p-FTAA, (C) p-KTAA, and (D) h-FTAA. The lines above
and left to the heat maps indicate if a specific spectrum is associated with mCWD (green) or mSS (orange). For all the
dyes the emission profiles are separated into 2 distinct clusters corresponding to mCWD (green) or mSS (orange)
deposits.
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revealed that PTAA was the most efficient dye in separating mSS
and mCWD deposits by emission- and excitation profiles. The
chemically defined LCOs, p-FTAA, and p-KTAA also displayed
a clear strain-specific differentiation when using both the fluores-
cent modalities. For the heptameric LCO, h-FTAA, clear strain-
specific differentiation could only be obtained using emission
profiles.

Fluorescence lifetime imaging of LCP and LCO
stained PrP deposits

Finally, fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) was
employed to determine both differential states of binding and to
observe minute variations in ligand-aggregate interactions. In
contrast to the emission- and excitation measurements, the chem-
ically defined LCOs displayed the most efficient separation of the
strain specific prion deposits using FLIM. For PTAA, a narrow
distribution of fluorescent decays (400 ps to 600 ps) was
obtained from the dye bound to mSS deposits, whereas

PTAA bound to CWD
displayed a broader range
of decays ranging from
300 ps to 800 ps
(Fig. 5A). Thus, the life-
time measurements from
PTAA revealed an exten-
sive overlap for the
decays obtained from
mSS and mCWD depos-
its. The broad distribu-
tion of fluorescence
decays is most likely a
consequence of the poly-
disperse nature of PTAA,
since a mixture of thio-
phene chains with differ-
ent lengths will exhibit
different binding modes
to the aggregates as well
as give rise to a more
extensive variation in
energy transfer between
this mixture of excited
thiophene molecules and
their environments.

Comparison of the
FLIM data from the
chemically defined LCOs
also supported the notion
that LCO homogeneity
leads to a narrower
distribution of lifetimes.
When bound to mCWD
deposits, p-FTAA showed
a narrow distribution
of fluorescence decays
between 800 ps to

1000 ps, whereas p-FTAA stained mSS deposits exhibited shorter
decays (650 ps to 850 ps) (Fig. 5B). p-KTAA displayed similar
behavior to p-FTAA, having shorter fluorescence decays when
bound to mSS deposits (Fig. 5C). Although, there was some par-
tial overlap between the fluorescence decays obtained from the
strain-specific deposits, both p-FTAA and p-KTAA could be
applied for efficient separation of the strain-specific PrP deposits
by FLIM (Fig. 5B and C). An enhanced separation of the PrP
deposits could be achieved by h-FTAA. h-FTAA-stained mSS
deposits revealed fluorescence decays between 400 ps to 600 ps,
whereas the decays from h-FTAA bound to mCWD were consid-
erably longer, 750 ps to 950 ps (Fig. 5D). Hence, a complete sep-
aration of the fluorescence decays from the strain-specific deposits
was observed for h-FTAA.

The difference in lifetime decays between the strain-specific
deposits can also be visualized by color-coded fluorescence life-
time images (Fig. 5E). All the chemically defined LCOs, dis-
played a strain-specific color difference and the color was rather

Figure 4. Heat maps and dendrograms for Euclidean distances between pairs of excitation spectra from 50 different
regions from protein deposits associated with the respective prion strain. Rows and columns in the heat maps are
ordered according to hierarchical clustering of the spectra for (A) PTAA, (B) p-FTAA, (C) p-KTAA, and (D) h-FTAA. The lines
above and left to the heat maps indicate if a specific spectrum is associated with mCWD (green) or mSS (orange). For all
the dyes the excitation profiles are separated into 2 distinct clusters corresponding to mCWD (green) or mSS (orange)
deposits. For h-FTAA (D) the excitation profiles displayed some partial overlap.
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Figure 5. Fluorescence lifetime imaging of thiophene based amyloid ligands bound to PrP deposits. Lifetime decay curves of (A) PTAA, (B) p-FTAA,
(C) p-KTAA, and (D) h-FTAA bound to mCWD (black line) and mSS (dotted line) deposits. (E) Fluorescence lifetime images of LCP and LCO stained mCWD
and mSS deposits in brain tissue section. The color bars represent lifetimes from 300 ps (orange) to 1100 ps (blue) and the images are color coded
according to the representative lifetime. The fluorescence lifetimes were collected with excitation at 490 nm.
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uniform for the deposits associated with a distinct strain. The
strain dependent difference in fluorescence decays for the
LCOs was also confirmed by statistical analysis using empirical
cumulative distribution functions (ecdfs) and Kolmogorov-
Smirnov statistics (Fig. S2; Table S1).35,36 The ecdf represen-
tations of the lifetimes for p-FTAA, p-KTAA, and h-FTAA
showed a pronounced difference between the strains, while the
data for the 2 strains stained with PTAA tend to overlap
(Fig. S2). The LCOs also displayed larger D values (maximum
vertical difference between the ecdfs) between strains than D
values within the strain, verifying that intra-strain variability
was low and inter-strain variability was high (Table S1). In
contrast, for PTAA, several D values within the strains were
larger than between the strains. Overall, the FLIM experiments
revealed that the chemically defined LCOs were the most effi-
cient dyes in separating mSS and mCWD deposits with fluo-
rescence decay distributions.

Discussion

Currently, efficient techniques for assessing distinct conforma-
tional features of protein aggregates are limited. However, the
development of such techniques is essential as the presence of
multiple aggregated conformations can be found in a variety neu-
rodegenerative proteinopathies. In analogy to the prion strain
phenomenon, distinct aggregated conformers might give rise to
specific disease phenotypes.8-12 Herein we showed that histologi-
cal staining with thiophene-based amyloid ligands in combina-
tion with multimodal fluorescence microscopy offer a straight
forward methodology to assign strain-specific prion deposits. In
addition, through the use of homogenous well-defined oligio-
thiophenes and multiple fluorescent techniques, we were able to
show that the observed alterations in fluorescence are due to dis-
tinct conformational restriction of the thiophene backbone upon
interaction with PrP aggregates associated with distinct prion
strains. These results strongly support the notion of conforma-
tional variations in the tertiary and/or quaternary structure of the
PrP aggregates as a determinant of prion strains. Alternatively,
the differences in fluorescence characteristics of oligothiopenes
might arise due different chemical composition of the PrP aggre-
gates. Many studies37,38 have shown that PrPSc forms tight com-
plexes and co-purifies with other molecules, such as
glycosaminoglycans, cholesterol, lipids, or polysaccharide scaf-
folds, and these components might influence the aggregation
process of PrP39 and potentially the binding of LCOs and LCPs
to PrP deposits.

LCPs and LCOs bind preferentially to protein aggregates with
repetitive cross b-sheet and recent studies have also shown that
minor alterations of the chemical composition of the thiophene-
based dye influence the dyes capability to distinguish different
protein aggregate topologies.20,22,30 In the present study, all the
LCPs and LCOs included in the study could indeed be utilized
as fluorescent ligands for optical separation of prion strain-
specific PrP deposits. First, when using emission- and excitation
profiles, PTAA was identified as the most effective compound,

whereas p-FTAA, p-KTAA, and h-FTAA showed less pro-
nounced strain-associated spectral alterations. Compared with
the chemically defined pentameric and heptameric LCOs, PTAA
has a polydisperse composition with longer thiophene backbones
consisting of 9 to 22 thiophene units. Hence, the enhanced spec-
tral alterations observed for PTAA can be a direct consequence of
the length of the thiophene backbone. For PTAA a distinct
strain-dependent difference in both the emission- and excitation
maximum was observed, suggesting that there are conformational
differences in both the ground state and the excited state of the
molecule when bound to mCWD or mSS deposits. Clearly, the
conjugated backbone of PTAA is more planar when bound to
mSS deposits. This planarization was not as striking for the
LCOs, as LCO-stained mSS deposits only displayed a minor red-
shift in the emission profiles compared with LCO-stained
mCWD deposits. Hence, LCOs might lack the ability to
undergo the same prominent conformational alteration as
PTAA, implicating that a certain length of the thiophene back-
bone is necessary to achieve an efficient strain-dependent planari-
zation of the backbone. In addition, for PTAA all the thiophene
units are functionalized with an acetic acid moiety and the rela-
tive positioning of these side chains will also influence the confor-
mational freedom of the dye as well as the electrostatic
interactions between the deposits and the dye. The latter is highly
relevant, as it was recently shown that efficient binding of
the most conventionally used amyloid ligand, Congo Red, to
amyloid fibrils is highly dependent on electrostatic interactions
and hydrogen bonding.40 However, to investigate these
structure-activity relationships in a more refined manner, a
library consisting of chemically defined LCOs with longer thio-
phene backbones and alternative positioning of acetic acid motifs
are required. From the results reported herein, we conclude that
the chemical composition of the thiophene-based dye impacts its
capability for spectral separation of different PrP aggregate
topologies.

In earlier studies, correlation diagrams displaying the ratio of
the emission intensity at specific wavelengths have been utilized
to compare strain-dependent spectral variations of PTAA-stained
deposits.18,26,27 Herein, the complete emission- and excitation
profiles were analyzed by hierarchical clustering based on Euclid-
ean distance. First, the cluster analysis could be utilized to certify
that spectral profiles were considerably different for PrP deposits
associated with individual prion strains. This form of analysis
allows for comparison of considerable amounts of spectra col-
lected from distinct protein deposits to assess if there is a differ-
ence between specific populations of protein aggregates. Second,
the analysis also offered the possibility to investigate the homoge-
neity or heterogeneity within a population of protein aggregates
and herein we found that the spectral profiles were rather homo-
geneous for the individual strains. Altogether, this complete anal-
ysis of the spectral profile provided comprehensive information
regarding the spectral variation from deposits within one strain,
as well as spectral variations between deposits from different
strains. As multiple aggregated protein conformations have been
observed in sporadic Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease (sCJD)14,41-43 as
well as in AD, synucleinopathies and tauopathies,8-12 we foresee
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that this cluster analysis in combination with LCP and LCO
staining will be valuable for exploring heterogenic populations of
protein deposits for a variety of neurodegenerative proteinopa-
thies. In addition, the methodology can also be applied for study-
ing other phenomena, such as strain adaption and strain
competition27 or time-dependent aggregate maturation.24

Since conformational alterations of the thiophene backbone
can be observed as distinct emission- and excitation profiles, we
anticipated that these alterations should also be observed in the
fluorescence decays from the LCPs and LCOs. This assumption
was verified in the set of experiments utilizing FLIM. All 4 thio-
phene-based dyes display strain-dependent fluorescent decays. In
addition, the FLIM data also provide some crucial information
regarding the underlying conformational differences between
LCOs bound to mSS or mCWD deposits. When stained by
LCOs, mSS deposits displayed shorter decays compared with
mCWD. These shorter decay times might be associated with
increased p-stacking between adjacent thiophene backbones,32,33

suggesting that the LCOs binds in a different fashion to mSS
deposits than to mCWD deposits. In the excitation profiles, a
shoulder at longer wavelengths was also observed for LCOs
bound to mSS deposits when compared with LCO stained
mCWD deposits. Such a shoulder at longer wavelengths is also
indicative of p-stacking between adjacent thiophene back-
bones.31,32 Thus, increased p-stacking between adjacent thio-
phene backbones is probably the major conformational alteration
underlying the observed strain-dependent optical properties from
the LCOs. In contrast to the LCOs, PTAA displayed broader
and overlapping fluorescent decays, indicating that the polydis-
perse nature of PTAA gives rise to a range of different fluores-
cent decay times. Compared with emission- and excitation
spectroscopy, FLIM is a more sensitive method, as it measures
all energy transfer between an excited molecule and its envi-
ronment independent of the concentration of the molecule.
The heterogeneity in chain-length for PTAA is presumably
not optimal for FLIM. It was also particularly interesting that
the longest LCO, h-FTAA, containing 7 thiophene units and
2 carboxylic moieties flanking the conjugated backbone, pro-
vided an enhanced prion strain discrimination by fluorescence
decay separation compared with the pentameric LCOs. This
result clearly suggests that there is room for additional chemi-
cal improvements in structural design for achieving optimal
thiophene-based probes for FLIM.

The findings described above verify that PTAA can be uti-
lized for spectral assignment of prion deposits associated with
distinct strains.18,26,27 In addition, the toolbox of ligands for
strain-dependent assessment of prion deposits can be expanded
with chemically defined LCOs that can also be assessed using
the more sensitive method of FLIM. In contrast to PTAA, the
chemically defined LCOs can also be utilized for optical non-
invasive in vivo imaging of protein aggregates by multi-photon
spectroscopy.20,44 As FLIM can also be applied for non-invasive
imaging,45 the LCOs might potentially be applied for strain-
dependent assessment of prion deposits in vivo, as well as for
kinetic studies of the strain-dependent protein aggregation
events in real-time. Such studies could also be realistic for a

variety of neurodegenerative proteinopathies as well as other
amyloidoses.

Chemically defined LCOs will also be essential for devel-
oping the methodology toward other technical platforms than
conventional fluorescence microscopy. Due to the diffraction
limited resolution of optical microscopes, the detection of
smaller protein aggregates (<0.25 mm) is restricted. Thus,
the technique presented herein might not be sensitive enough
for detection of PrP deposits associated with some prion
strains or smaller aggregated species occurring during earlier
stages of the protein aggregation process. To overcome this
limitation, of optical microscopy, superresolution techniques,
including stimulated emission depletion (STED)46 and bind-
ing-activated localization microscopy (BALM),47 that provide
up to 10-fold higher resolution have been developed and it
was recently shown that p-FTAA could be utilized for BALM
imaging of a-synuclein fibrils.48 Hence, the spectral shifts
observed in the emission- and excitation profiles from LCOs
bound to distinct protein deposits could potentially be
recorded by BALM using multiple spectral channels and such
a set up might offer the exciting possibility to visualize differ-
ent aggregated conformations with higher resolution.

In conclusion, we have presented a multimodal fluorescence
based methodology for the assignment of prion strain specific
PrP deposits stained by thiophene based ligands. In addition, our
findings verified that alterations in fluorescence are due to dis-
tinct conformational restriction of the thiophene backbone upon
interaction with prion aggregates associated with distinct prion
strains. We foresee that the methodology described herein will
expand the toolbox of techniques for detecting structural differ-
ences among discrete protein aggregates, as well as provide novel
insights regarding the interplay between protein conformational
features and disease phenotypes for a variety of neurodegenerative
proteinopathies.

Materials and Methods

LCP/LCO synthesis and staining of brain tissue cryosections
The syntheses of PTAA, p-FTAA, p-KTAA, and h-FTAA

have been reported elsewhere.20,22,49,50 All the probes were dis-
solved in deionized water to a final concentration of 1.5 mM and
all the histological staining of the prion infected material was per-
formed in a P3 facility. Brain tissue cryosections were dried for
1 h and fixed in 100% ethanol for 10 min followed by 70% eth-
anol for 5 min. After washing in deionized water, the sections
were equilibrated in incubation buffer solution, 100 mM sodium
carbonate, pH 10.2 (PTAA), or 100 mM phosphate buffer saline
(PBS), pH 7.4 (p-FTAA, h-FTAA, and p-KTAA). The probes
were diluted in incubation buffer to a final concentration of
3 mM, added to the brain sections and incubated for 30 min in
room temperature. After washing in incubation buffer the slides
were mounted with mounting media (DAKO). The mounting
medium was allowed to solidify over night before the rims were
sealed with nail polish and prior to analysis, the slides was decon-
taminated with 2 M NaOH.
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Fluorescence microscopy emission and excitation spectra
The spectra were recorded with a LSM 780 Zeiss confocal

laser scanning microscope equipped with a 32 channel QUASAR
GaAsP spectral array detector and a tunable In Tune laser (488–
640 nm). In emission mode, all probes were excited with a laser
tuned to 488 nm and the emitted light was detected in steps of
8.7 nm from 488–686 nm. Excitation measurements were taken
in steps of 2 nm from 488–600 nm with the emission locked
for each probe and prion strain within the respective emission
window. Spectra were collected from 10 individual spots within
5 plaques for each probe and strain.

Fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM)
Fluorescence lifetime images were acquired using an inverted

Zeiss (Axio Observer.Z1) LSM 780 microscope (Carl Zeiss
MicroImaging GmbH) equipped with a modular FLIM system
from Becker and Hickl. In this setup the emitted photons were
routed through the Direct coupling (DC) confocal port of the
Zeiss LSM 780 scanning unit and detected by a Becker and Hickl
HPM-100-40 hybrid detector. Data were recorded by a Becker
and Hickl Simple-Tau 152 system (SPC-150 TCSPC FLIM
module) with the instrument recording software SPCM version
9.42 in the FIFO image mode, 256 £ 256 pixels, using 256 time
channels (Becker and Hickl GmbH). For all acquisitions, a
T80R20 main beam splitter was used and the pinhole was set to
20.2 mm. Scanning area was set to 235.7 mm £ 235.7 mm, with
a scanning resolution of 512 £ 512 pixels. Further a Plan-
Apochromat 40 £ /1.3 Oil DIC objective lens was used and a
510 nm longpass filter was positioned in front of the hybrid
PMT. Excitation utilized the 490 nm laser line from the pulsed
tunable In Tune laser (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH) with a
repetition rate of 40 MHz. Data was subsequently analyzed in
SPCImage version 3.9.4 (Becker and Hickl GmbH) fitting each
of the acquired decay curves to a tri-exponential function
and color coded images showing the intensity-weighted mean
lifetimes were generated with the same software.

Statistical analysis
The software R was used in all the statistical analyzes and all

the data was normalized before any statistical calculations.51 The
emission and excitation data were analyzed by hierarchical clus-
tering based on Euclidean distance. Each spectrum was rendered
as a vector and the Euclidean distance was calculated as the
square distance between 2 vectors. The Euclidean distance was
calculated between vectors within mSS and mCWD as well as

between the 2 strains. These Euclidean distances were used to
build a hierarchy of clusters, showing relations between individ-
ual spectra and merging clusters of spectra based on similarity.
The clusters are presented in dendrograms where the height of
the branch in vertical dimension is proportional to the distance
between the connected clusters. The Euclidean distances between
all pairs of spectra are also presented in heat maps, where the
color in each box in the matrix describes the Eucleadian distance
between 2 spectra. Spectra were collected from 10 individual
areas within 5 plaques for each probe and strain. Thus, 100 spec-
tra for each probe were used and the algorithm distributes these
hundred spectra according to similarity.

In order to analyze the difference between the strains by using
FLIM, empirical cumulative distribution functions (ecdfs) corre-
sponding to the lifetime distributions were calculated. The life-
time ecdf represents the probability of obtaining a given lifetime.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics were used to calculate the maxi-
mum vertical difference, D, between the ecdfs.52 Data sets from
the same distribution should have a low D value, while data from
different data sets should have a high value with 1 as maximum.
Lifetimes were measured on 3 different plaques for each probe
and strain, which means that 6 lifetime distributions were ana-
lyzed for each probe.
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